
No Pollution Slight Weight 200kg/h Popping
Boba Maker Boba Maker Machine
Specifications :

Payment
Terms

L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword
popping boba maker,boba maker machine,popping boba making machine,automatic boba
making machine

Detail Introduction :
Popping Boba Maker

Popping Boba Maker is a professional food processing company that produces Popping Boba
Machine. Popping Boba is a special technology to wrap the juice in a thin cold sky film, which has an
impressive sweet and peculiar taste. Popping beads are used in beverages, milk tea, ice cream, etc.,
and are loved by our customers, leaving a lasting aftertaste.

Introduction of Popping Boba Making Machine.
Introduction of Popping Boba Making Machine.

Main ingredients Main ingredients are Water, sugar, fruit juice concentrate, etc.
Features  Natural seaweed gelatin film, containing juice, yogurt, coffee, caramel, etc., with a smooth

taste. Squeeze the popping beads with your tongue or teeth, and the juice is instantly
ejected, bringing you a strong taste impact.

Shape Spherical, ellipsoidal, can be customized according to requirements.
Weight  0.8g~1.2g/grain

Use  room temperature, low temperature, cold drinks can be used; can be used for milk tea, fruit
drinks, milk drinks, cake decoration, egg tart sandwich, ice porridge, etc.

Popping beads
flavor 

strawberry, mango, blueberry, green apple, sweet orange, lychee, grape, chocolate, etc.
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Composition and function of Automatic Boba Making Machine.
Composition and function of Automatic Boba Making Machine.

1 Adopt PLC control system, fully automatic design.
2 The machine, electricity, gas, and control are integrated, and the electrical components, motor, and

electrical box are made of stainless steel with waterproof and splash-proof treatment.
3 The filter is made of Teflon and sealed by aramid cloth.
4 The structure is reasonable and compact, with a high degree of automation.
5 High production efficiency, the production of popping beads with bright color, round and beautiful

appearance, delicious taste.
6 Equipped with the developed system, it can realize fully automatic operation, and after many

improvements, the operation is more simple and convenient.
7 Manufactured according to the food GMP standard, which makes it easy for food companies to pass

the food industry GMP, HACCP, QS, and other certifications.
Advantages of Automatic Boba Making Machine.
1. Adopt a PLC control system, fully automatic design.
2. All made of stainless steel, in line with food hygiene standards.
3. Combined with the production process of popping beads, the popping beads produced are bright in
color, round and beautiful in appearance, and delicious in taste.
4. It is usually composed of a blending system, forming system, filtering system, cleaning, and curing
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system, filling and sealing system, sterilization system, PLC control system, etc.
5. Popping beads is a special technology to the juice and others wrapped in film, boiling, cooling,
drying and other processes to produce natural ingredients, when the external force slightly squeezed,
popping beads break apart, the flow of juice inside, good taste so that every customer is impressed.
6. popping beads production process is a simple, wide range of applications.
Boba Maker Machine is a collection of technology development, design, pre-sales, and after-sales
service as one of the food processing enterprises. We actively introduce new technical talents,
constantly improve on the original technology, backed by strong technical strength, and strive to
reward every customer with excellent quality. Looking forward to your call!
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